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PORTER
Hello.  Today's programme is all about surgery and to find out more about medicine's most glamorous speciality I've come here to the Hunterian Museum at the Royal College of Surgeons in London, to meet one of my old teachers and one of the college's most eminent fellows, Professor Harold Ellis.

Professor Ellis qualified the month that the NHS started, just over 60 years ago, and the history of surgery is a subject particularly close to his heart.

ELLIS
Originally surgeons were the barber surgeons, they were pretty well all men although there were some women in the early days practising surgery who did the menial things - they shaved you and they cut your hair and they lanced your abscesses and they bound up your wounds.  They knew their limitations very well.  A chap who'd got a stab wound of the chest is going to die, chap with a compound fracture of his skull is going to die and they wouldn't touch them.  The things they did they were perfectly adequate.  And as well as that they did the shaving and they did the ...

PORTER
So they weren't actually doctors?

ELLIS
They weren't doctors.

PORTER
These patients would be looked after by a doctor perhaps but it would be the ...

ELLIS
The doctors were physicians, these were chaps who, in this country, went to Oxford and Cambridge, they wouldn't give a shave, wouldn't ....

PORTER
Lance your boil.

ELLIS
... wouldn't lance a boil, they would write out a prescription for you which you then took to the apothecary.  If you had an injury or a wound or a fracture the barber surgeon would call in and he was a Mr because he wasn't medically qualified.  And so of course to this day surgeons call themselves Mr and a great insult - I wanted to really to insult a sort of clumsy assistant of mine I say - Oh Dr Smith - you'd see and he'd know the old man's very angry with him.

JETHWA	
This is a middle aged lady who has been presenting with a right upper quadrant pain intermittently.  Her pain was fairly classical and [indistinct words] abnormalities in that it was triggered off by eating fatty foods.  The gall bladder reflexes and contracts when you have fatty food in the stomach and it's usually due to the presence of stones and the inability to pass the stones through the biliary system.

PORTER
Para Jethwa is one of a growing number of UK surgeons using the latest form of minimally invasive surgery - employing keyhole techniques to perform an entire operation through a patient's tummy button, in this case to remove a woman's gallbladder.

JETHWA
... and that with the history we've decided an operation's the best thing to relieve her of this problem in the future. 

Okay let's start shall we?  Start off with some local anaesthetic in the wound.  

Even though the patient has a general anaesthetic putting a local anaesthetic in the wound it reduces the peri-optic and post-operative pain, so the patient wakes up without any undue discomfort.

Can I get the suture please?

PORTER
We will be returning to East Surrey Hospital in Redhill to hear more from Mr Jethwa, and the team supporting him, throughout the programme. 

Barry Paraskeva is senior lecturer in the Academic Surgical Unit at St Mary's Hospital in London - one of the centres pioneering scarless  keyhole surgery.

PARASKEVA
We've gone through a revolution of minimising scars from a big cut to multiple small ones and we're moving towards having no scars at all.  There are many groups, including our own here at Imperial College, working on natural orifice surgery, where you use the patient's own orifices, such as the mouth, the anus or vagina, as access points to get to places like the inside of the tummy to take out commonly removed organs, such as the appendix or the gallbladder.  We also have innovated here at Imperial College at looking at doing all of the operation through the tummy button where it's limited to one cut and after the scar's healed the patient sees no visible scar, so it's a virtually scarless surgery.

PORTER
You've got some pictures here on your screen, can you show me what the scar looks like?

PARASKEVA
So the scar with single incision surgery we always try to make it such that it doesn't go beyond the margin of the belly button, everyone's belly button has a circumference, if you like, you can see here we've got a very successful operation where we've removed someone's appendix through their umbilicus and we've done the same with the gallbladder - cholecystectomy.

PORTER
Are you using the same instruments but pushing them all the same hole?

PARASKEVA
Yeah, there are two approaches which we've used here at Imperial.  As you can see there are pictures here where we're using the same conventional instruments pushed through the same hole or there are devices available, such as single incision port devices, which you can put multiple channels through.  But in my evolution with these procedures I've realised that I can actually do this operation one handed as well, which limits the amount of ports required, so now we only need one for the instrument and one for the camera.  So there's been evolution both in the surgical execution of the task and also the way we do it, which is natural for surgeons to go through that process.

JACK
My name's Jack, I'm from a company called C.J. Medical and we provide the instruments, the laparoscopic instruments. With basic standard laparoscopic instruments the instrument's actually rigid and just allows up, down, left, right movements but with this one just by introducing a bend at the wrist it allows you to manipulate the tip which obviously makes things a lot easier for the surgeon.

JETHWA
So the belly button is pulled out and this is ... it's quite useful just to put a suture across it.  So lift the belly button out and we'll make our incision through the belly button.  So at this point we'll just drop it down again, just to look at the natural curves, to ensure that we don't go beyond the normal margins of it, so we have a rough idea of where it stops.  If you can actually see any scare at the end of this operation it kind of defeats the purpose of what we're trying to achieve.

Some people have a nice flat belly button and one of the lady's we did recently had a belly button that was incredibly deep and it took nearly 20 minutes to actually get to the bottom.

I'll have a five thank you.  Start off with a five.

So there's a degree of variation in belly buttons certainly.

So we inflate the abdomen with carbon dioxide, it's a biologically inert gas, which is readily dissolvable and can be breathed out, it's the safest method of actually creating the space that we need to look at the operation.

Scope please.  Can we have the operating light off please?

GUCCI
I'm Veronica Gucci, I'm one of the theatre's scrub nurses and I've been working over the last two years.  Basically we're just here to assist the surgeons with the operations and make sure that everything that they need in hand is there.  I think one of the key things with being a scrub nurse is that you have to learn all the instruments and you have to know what is specific to what operation.  So if you have got your scissors you know what they look like, you've got your graspers, you just have to look at how each grasper is designed and what it's supposed to do.  If there's good communication between you and the surgeon the operation usually goes smoothly and because you're focusing on the patient I think that's the most important thing, work as a team.

JETHWA
So there's a few adhesions on the gallbladder.  The gallbladder, as you can see, is underneath the liver at this point.  There's the stomach.  You can see the beating heart through the diaphragm.  So I think this is probably going to be doable.  As you can see here there's some adhesions between the liver and this yellow fatty substance known as the omentum, this confirms the diagnosis of cholecystitis/biliary colic and she's had some resulting inflammation of the gallbladder and the omentum has appeared too as part of the inflammatory process.  So we're going to proceed with the single port.

Can I have the single port open please?

PORTER
But it looks incredibly fiddly, it must take a long time to learn how to - I mean when you first start it must take ages to remove the appendix.

PARASKEVA
We were the first to do a single incision or single port laparoscopic appendesectomy in this country which was last year and it did take longer than usual.  However, now the times are directly comparable to the standard.  And the cost is also directly comparable as well because I'm using the same instruments, in fact I'm using one less port than usual.  So in fact it's cheaper.  And just to give you an idea.  I've had multiple patients, children as well, where the patients have been operated on at 11.00 a.m. and been discharged at 4.00 p.m., well and perfectly able to go home.

PORTER
Because that's the key question:  What difference does the patient actually notice?  They might not have little - they've only got one scar instead of three very small ones, does that actually affect their recovery?

PARASKEVA
I think that's a fair comment, I mean some will say what's the point of making your operation difficult if you just have to put in another five millimetre port?  There may not be a huge difference in pain, we're seeing a little bit of difference in pain - less pain with the single port patients afterwards.  But something which touched me quite significantly, when I operated on a child previously parents really like the idea that you're not making anymore unnecessary cuts on their child, so if you say to them I can do it through one cut, rather than cutting their child another further two times, even if it's small, this I found really appeals to parents of children who have appendicitis quite commonly.  One of my patients who had an appendesectomy she returned to the hospital because she had some tummy ache and she was well, however the ambulance crew told her that she hadn't had her appendix out because she only had one cut.  In the past a doctor could tell someone had had their appendix out from the scar but now you might see the laparoscopic scars but you certainly won't see these, so maybe we'll have to have a little card or something saying what they've had done.

PORTER
Barry Paraskeva talking to me at St Mary's Hospital. 

Surgeons have always had a soft spot for new technology. Back in the pre-anaesthetic days of the early 19th Century speed was of the essence - particularly when the operation involved removing someone's leg.  But more advanced technology wasn't always the answer - as Harold Ellis explains in front of some of the gruesome exhibits in the museum  at the Royal College of Surgeons.

ELLIS
An amputation meant using a large sharp knife to go through the skin and muscles, drop the knife on the floor, pick out a saw, which looks like a saw you could use in carpentry classes today, saw through the bone, tie off the main artery, put a dressing on.  And as I say you went to the surgeon who could do it quickly.  Lister at University College Hospital was said to be able to do it in under a minute.  But this surgeon here - William Winchester - who was very worried about the speed invented a clockwork circular saw and you wound up the clockwork, you see, and the idea was to try it out on bits of wood - goes through like that.  He only did one case.  He took the leg off very quickly but it also amputated two of his assistants' fingers and the patient's left testicle.

PORTER
That was the only time it was ever used.

ELLIS
Only time it was ever used, it's never been used since.

PORTER
Another common operation for early surgeons was the removal of bladder stones - lithotomy which involved cutting into the bladder via an incision between the legs.

ELLIS
You see Pepys - Samuel Pepys is I suppose the most famous bladder stone - his bladder stone dated back to when he was a youngster.

PORTER
We've got one here in front of us, I mean it's the size of a large conker ...

ELLIS
Yeah it can be bigger, it can be three or four inches.  I mean it goes up to the size of a tennis ball, amazing things.

PORTER
And they're made of calcium presumably....

ELLIS
Calcium with an oxalate and neurate.  Of course you can understand it being present in older men because it occurs in infected stagnant urine, so old gentlemen with enlarged prostate they used to get a stone in the bladder.  Napoleon III had a stone in his bladder, Napoleon I had a stone in his bladder.

PORTER
I mean I wouldn't want one of those in my bladder but I think the only thing probably worse than having one is having the instrument there inserted ...

ELLIS
Yes the whole bladder stone was very, very painful, it was just agony.  They have frequency of passing their water, they have blood in their urine, they have awful what's called strangery, which is very painful act of passing your urine, life's a misery.

PORTER
So they feel they need to pee the whole time basically.

ELLIS
Yep.  There's a famous painting of Napoleon I on Saint Helena leaning against a tree, resting his head on his arm, and it says:  "Napoleon, thinking about the Battle of Waterloo" - rubbish, it's poor Napoleon trying to empty his bladder.  At post mortem there were the stones in the bladder which are so common.  So there were these vast numbers of people absolutely tortured by stone in the bladder.  Of course within a short time, by 1846, it's being done under ether and then chloroform.

PORTER
And of course today, I mean, the position when women go into hospital and they have to have a forceps delivery or something when they're having their baby they're put in the lithotomy position and that lithotomy means cutting to remove the stone.

ELLIS
Yes, you say put the patient up in lithotomy all over the world and the porters put the patient with their legs up in the air.  It's called lithotomy everywhere in the world, in the English speaking world, except in Sheffield.  I worked in Sheffield for two years, in those days it was a coalmining town, you say put the patient in the working at pit face position because the coalminer porters knew exactly what to do.

PORTER
Upstairs at the Royal College is a new piece of equipment that would have baffled the surgeons of yesteryear. It's a computer controlled, state-of-the-art simulator that will be used to train the next generation of surgeons.  Professor Mike Larvin is the College's Director of Education

LARVIN
We're in the college's new operating theatre.  It's a brand new facility, just opened last week, and it's where we will train our theatre teams.  Surgeons have to learn their basic science - they have to learn their anatomy, they have to learn how to operate their technical skills, they have to learn how to make decisions but at the end of the day they will be up there in the middle of the night leading a surgical team, working with an anaesthetist and a scrub nurse and a technician, and they have to be able to make their decisions as a team.

HOWARTH
My name's Jeremy Howarth, I'm a consultant anaesthetist here at East Surrey and my job is primarily to look after the patient, provide a good anaesthetic which balances good pain relief, obviously the patient needs to be unconscious.  We go and see them as a pre-op assessment on the wards and find out about their medical history and try and reassure them so that when we see them prior to the operation in the anaesthetic room we're able to put them at ease and we know each other a little bit better.  Some of the things the surgeons can do can cause major sort of shifts in heart rate or blood pressure or fluid volumes so what we try and do is anticipate and correct those problems to ensure that the patient does better through the operation and recovers more quickly afterwards.  I also anaesthetise for caesarean sections and where our patients are for the most part awake and they're always very surprised to see that there will be so many people witnessing the birth of their child.

LARVIN
We can't use real patients for certain training exercises - we can't induce a cardiac arrest in the middle of an operation and certainly we don't want to cause bleeding during an operation, our whole purposes in life is to stop bleeding in surgery while we're operating.  This chap unfortunately is requiring an operation.  This is a sim man - 3G simulator  - the latest model.  We can simulate, for example, bleeding that's causing shock and that involves both the surgeon, anaesthetist and nurse all working together to restore the situation.  We could also use it to simulate lung collapse, which means the operation has to stop for a moment while we recover the situation.  It's a little bit like having a flight simulator for a team flying a plane, this is our equivalent.  So the anaesthetist at the moment is ventilating the patient, I'm hearing some beeps and things, if I were the surgeon my first thing would be to say to the anaesthetist - what's going on at your end.

ANAESTHETIST
A little bit of difficulty with his airway at the moment.

LARVIN
Okay, I'll stop operating.

ANAESTHETIST
Could you stop for a moment?

LARVIN
Do you need me to resuscitate this patient?

ANAESTHETIST
Not for the moment, no, we'll just see what we can do - see if we can intubate him and secure his airway that way.

The tube's in.  See if we can ventilate him again now.  That's better - that's better.

LARVIN
Okay I can see the - all the displays improving.  But I've got to wait until the anaesthetist's happy before I can restart the operation.  So my scrub nurse - I will just say to the scrub nurse - Are we ready to start again?  Thank you.

MARIE
Hello my name is Marie, I'm one of the staff nurses here in the theatre, I've been working here for the past eight years.  At the moment I am Miss Veronica's circulating nurse, I make sure I give everything what she needs in there and show to her the consent, make sure that we're doing it to the right patient, right operation, right side, whatever I give to her I make sure it's on the board so that at the end of operation we have to count it and make sure everything is in there, nothing left behind, that's the most important thing.

LARVIN
What's different between surgical simulation and simulating an airliner is that an airliner will not crash very often - I can see everything's back to normal - human beings are not quite as reliable and when we operate on patients we really do disturb them.  So it would happen every week in an operating theatre, there would be an incident like this, and we really have to have our young surgeons and anaesthetists trained to work together in this situation.  I remember a serious bleeding occurring in an open heart operation when I was a medical student and I remember standing back and feeling I was in the way but in fact the consultant actually found me something to do and I was able to press on something and actually help resuscitate the patient.  And I learnt at a very early stage when things go wrong it's all hands to the pumps.

CLAYTON
I'm Liz Clayton, I'm a registrar doctor, specialising in surgery, I'm Mr Para Jethwa's registrar so we work in surgical teams, so I look after all his patients, identify who would be appropriate for these operations and I assist him and help in surgery and I also undertake normal laparoscopic gallbladder surgery.  So I'm a doctor in training and I also train others - my juniors.  So I'm currently helping and hopefully I'll be able to learn how to do it myself when the time comes.

LARVIN
Now one of the things we've had to do as the Royal College of Surgeons of England is to develop alternatives to the long hours that we all spent as older surgeons learning on the job and just making training more efficient using simulators like this.  The CMO - the chief medical officer - last week commented that a surgeon who's trained in a simulator is twice as accurate and twice as speedy as one who did not.  And I think although we might argue about the accuracy of the numbers involved there in principle it's absolutely correct.

WRIGHT
My name's Suzy Wright and I was the first person in Europe to have my kidney removed through my belly button.  I had a problem when I was two years old basically which left my kidney damaged and with reduced function which led to increased blood pressure throughout my life and then kidney pains six months prior to having it removed.  I didn't want to know too much detail about how the procedure was being carried out, I sometimes think ignorance is best.  I think my kidney was slightly smaller than usual and for me yeah it was the best option.  I was actually training at the time and I'd recently just completed a placement on the urology ward and I've seen the difference between someone having a big incision and someone just having laparoscopic surgery, so I knew the difference in recovery time.

HAGAN
I'm Caroline Hagan, I'm one of the sisters that works here, so in charge of the theatre.  I've been circulating, which is giving the surgeon and the scrubbing nurse what they need and looking after them.  Sutures, connecting equipment, connecting the [indistinct word], the camera, light lead, suction - all those bits and pieces.

WRIGHT
And I just remember waking up in recovery and saying everything was done and it was fine and yeah, a little bit of pain but very minimal.  The scar didn't hurt at all.  It was more sort of internal bruising.  And what I've seen as well through other patients it's the actual - when they have to blow the air into your abdomen, that was what I think caused most of the pain, feeling very bloated and ... The next morning I was out of bed, walking around, I still had a bit of pain but you know that's normal after any surgery really.  And yeah I was home in three days.  I was on painkillers for about a week and back at work within two weeks.  I do have, unfortunately, a big scar - three inch scar - from when I was a baby.  I mean there's a tiny little line but it's in my belly button and if you didn't know it was there you wouldn't notice it.  Knowing I wouldn't have to have another scar definitely made it more appealing, yeah I didn't want to look like a patchwork quilt.

PORTER
As well as an inexorable move towards minimally invasive surgery, there has also been a change in the type of work that modern surgeons take on - they tend to be far more specialised.  Harold Ellis again.

ELLIS
We did get a very broad training but let's take the general surgeon.  When I retired as professor or surgery in 1989 if you came into our operating theatre we'd start at the top and I'd do a thyroid and then I'd do a breast operation, then I'd do vagotomy on a patient with duodenal ulcer, then I'd do someone's piles and then we'd go down to his toe, you see.  So it was still very, very general.  Already there were people who were - in 1989 - who were becoming - were specialising, there would already be the urologist who'd only be dealing with disease of the urinary tract, there'd be the plastic surgeon just doing plastic surgery but there were plenty of general surgeons who did the full range of surgery fairly competently.  So what's happened in the last 20 years is that specialisation has come in much more intensely.  Okay that's fine, the trouble is that young doctors, young surgeons in training, are being asked, to my mind quite wrongly, to say okay you've qualified what do you want to be - I want to be an orthopaedic surgeon - do you want to be a hip surgeon, do you want to be a knee surgeon - do you see?  So the training scheme has become much more focused.  Well you may say jolly good idea, I've got a bad knee I want to go to a chap who really is an expert on knees.  Okay but you know and I know medicine isn't like that.  You see in the old days the orthopaedic surgeon would say look here I know you've got a painful knee, I don't like the look of your spine and when I examined you I'm sorry to say this you've got a carcinoma of the breast and the reason why your back and your knee and your hip are hurting is you've got secondaries from your breast cancer, I'll deal with this.  Do you see?  I've got a terrible worry that patients aren't in beautiful categories, it's not like taking your car in to the garage and saying can I have a new set of tyres.

PORTER
And it's not just the breadth of a surgeon's responsibility that has diminished - they are dealing with fewer problems too as modern medicine comes up with alternatives to the knife.

ELLIS
When I was a surgeon in - when I retired in 1989 how big practice was the surgery of peptic ulcer, big practice.  I suppose three, four, five of our major operations a week were patients with duodenal gastric - all of a sudden we found out it's treated - there's a little organism called helicobacter pylori which you treat with antibiotics.

PORTER
People like me can treat them now.

ELLIS
Do you see?  So all of a sudden all these chaps, highly trained by Professor Ellis to do vagotomy and pylori plasty, you talk to a surgeon now - what's that? - well it's the operation we did three or four times a week.  Fortunately these guys can do other things - can treat your oesophagus or your hiatus hernia or your gallstones.

JETHWA
There is an expectation that every operation is done by the consultant and that's certainly not the case.  I don't see any difference in the operation being done by myself or my trainee under my supervision.  I mean the only difference is one of relative speed but I think it's an important part of a hospital consultant's role is to train the next generation of surgeons.  I'm very confident soon that now we're actually getting the hang of these procedures the next appendix which we're going to do laparoscopically I want Liz to be the first trainee in the trainee in the region to do this with a single incision laparoscopic appendix, which will be not only very good for the East Surrey it'll be very good for her training and she's an extremely confident laparoscopic surgeon even though she's only in her second year.  I think she's done about 50 gallbladders under my supervision so far and the vast majority of those have gone home on the same day, so she's done exceptionally well and she has a natural intuition for it which is nice to identify in someone which we'll nuture.

Well we've finished the operation now.  Just have a last look inside.  I'm happy with that.  And we'll remove the gallbladder to finish.  So can we have the patient flat please?

PORTER
The advent of modern anaesthetics and minimally invasive techniques have transformed the face of the surgery since Victorian times, so what will the speciality be like at the end of this century? Harold Ellis.

ELLIS
I always say I'm the worst person to come and speak to about where to put your money but I've got some confident predictions.  One is that in not - I'll be dead but you'll be alive - that your medical students will say I can't understand that when you were a young doctor people were cutting out cancers instead of rubbing Vic on their chest or whatever the things is because there's going to be a chemical cure for malignant disease.  When I was a young doctor we operated on patients with tuberculosis, because Streptomycin hadn't been discovered, all of a sudden it's Streptomycin, PAS, BCG - the physicians have taken over.  So that's going to go.  Replacing joints - now why don't you inject blogs mixture into the hip joint which completely smoothes over the cartilage and it regenerates?  You mean you used to open up the hip and put in a metal cup?  You must be crazy.  Do you see?  So most of the things that we see today are going to be treated by the chemist or the pharmacologist.  However, as man is the most vicious brutal horrible creature in the whole of God's world there's still going to be trauma and so the surgeons in a hundred years time are going to be the chaps who bind up the wounds and set the fractures and let out the haematomas that man inflicts on man.

PORTER
Which ironically takes them back ...

ELLIS
The barber surgeons.

PORTER
.. the barber surgeons that they were right at the beginning.

ELLIS
Except they won't bleed the patients anymore.


